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IELTS WRITING TASK 2 

Online Materials 
Q-Many people feel that students should learn from online materials, while others think it 

is better to use printed materials. 

-Discuss both views and give your own opinion. 
 

Recent calls have been made for schools to better phase out printed materials to utilize online 

resources. Although printed materials provide meaningful cognitive returns, schools should 

almost entirely use online materials to protect the environment. 

Children are encouraged to develop good thinking habits through printed materials. However, 

as they grow older, children and teenagers will spend excessive time on the internet via 

smartphones and computers. This affects their attention span and brain chemistry, making 

them vulnerable to worryingly untrustworthy online information. On the other hand, printed 

materials are written by well-regarded authors and thoroughly researched. Students cannot 

get distracted by the lures of the internet while reading a physical book. 

 

Nonetheless, online materials provide a chance to protect the world's trees when they are 

under severe threat. Consider the typical lifecycle of a school's coursebooks. Hundreds of 

students in a single grade are given a dozen books for various subjects every year. The books 

are typically reused for several years before being replaced with newer editions, necessitating 

the removal of even more trees. Using online materials does not have the same environmental 

impact. Textbooks can be easily updated, and no trees were harmed in creating the devices in 

the first place. This will significantly affect tree populations worldwide over time, helping 

mitigate the looming damage of climate change. 

 

In conclusion, administrators should make every effort to replace the outdated paper medium 

with their electronic equivalent. This is merely one step, but a still crucial one, in saving the 

earth from imminent catastrophe. 
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